At a glance

Typically, when comparing conventional WAN technology and SD-WAN, only the savings from replacing MPLS links are considered. This report will provide insights in other areas where your SD-WAN solution is reducing costs and optimizing your WAN.

Key benefits

• Get insights on how your SD-WAN solution is protecting your business from downtime.
• Reliable and quality data for educated decision making.
• Customize assumptions to match your environment and SLAs.

Pricing and scope

VMware SASE Return on Investment Report includes the report and up to two customer meetings conducted remotely. For pricing, please reach out to your local VMware representative.

For more information

To learn more about the VMware SASE Return on Investment Analysis, please reach out to your local VMware representative.

About VMware Professional Services

VMware Professional Services transform IT possibilities into business outcomes. Our comprehensive portfolio of services uncovers and exploits the unique opportunities made possible by VMware technology. Drawing on our unparalleled product expertise and customer experience, we collaborate with your team to address the technical, people, process, and financial considerations for IT transformation to deliver results that are positive, tangible, and material to IT and your business. [www.vmware.com/services](http://www.vmware.com/services)

VMware SASE™ currently manages over 10k customers and over 350k devices worldwide. The VMware SASE Return on Investment Analysis Service enables customers to leverage VMware SASE expertise with deep analysis of the network and comparing it with costs associated with outages to determine the savings associated with your investment in SASE technology.

Take control of your savings

VMware SASE Return on Investment (ROI) Analysis provides insights into how VMware SASE reduces costs by preventing downtime and optimizing operational tasks. With this report, you will be able to answer the following questions:

• How many downtimes were prevented by your SD-WAN solution in the last quarter?
• How much savings has VMware SASE generated in the last quarter?
• What Edges are generating more savings?
• And many more!

VMware SASE Return on Investment Report includes:

• Overall and per-Edge savings from partial or complete outages
• Overall and per-Edge savings from operational enhancements
• ROI estimation based on savings
• Suggestions for potential savings in the solution

As with all VMware Professional Services, we focus on transferring knowledge so you can operate and improve your VMware environment, reduce costs, and accelerate business breakthroughs on your own.

Customer profile

You should consider the VMware SASE Return on Investment Analysis if:

• You have recently made a substantial investment into the SASE platform or plan to do so and are eager to get the maximum possible return quickly.
• Operate a network environment where applications and uptime are critical.
• You want in-house expertise to educate and support your networking team and to help identify opportunities to optimize your SASE investment.